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Appendix B  Kinclaven Wood 

Evidence for Bundle Planting 

Correspondence between arboriculturists in Tree News , 1995, 1996 

Ted Green started a run of correspondence about the hitherto un-recognised topic of bundle 
planting with a letter to the Quarterly Journal of Forestry (Vol 88/3, 1994). He first came across the 
idea in an article by Richard Potts in Plants Today (Sept/Oct 1989), who described bundle planting in 
the middle ages in North German wood pastures. The aim of that medieval planting with oak and 
beech was to create multiple stemmed trees with large crowns to produce quantities of beech mast 
and acorns for pigs to feed on. Usually bundles were of seven stems planted in a pit at one time. 
Green’s letter then lists six locations in England where he has seen bundle planting, mostly in parks 
and woodlands within them. His photo of a massive spreading bundle planted beech at Silwood Park 
in Berkshire is very impressive. 

Ted Green writes a similar letter with a list of sites to Tree News (spring/summer 1995) adding 3 new 
sites in Buckinghamshire, and also with a clearer picture of the Silwood Park bundle planted beech in 
front of the house. In this letter he makes the point that bundle planted multiple stems are more 
robust to animal grazing and need less protection. [nb: The main Tree News letters are attached to 
this appendix]. 

The autumn 1995 Tree News contains 3 scholarly replies to Ted’s letter. The first by Oliver Rackham 
discusses the idea of using genetic features to prove whether a bundle is of one or several separate 
individuals. Rackham states that he feels the Silwood Beech is a low branching individual rather than 
a bundle planting. Overall, at that time anyway, Rackham was not convinced by the bundle planting 
hypothesis. 

The second letter was from John White of the FC’s Westonbirt Arboretum. He was also intrigued by 
the Silwood Beech and compared it to a similar copper beech brought down in a gale at Sezincote, 
Gloucs. He appends an excellent photo of the Sezincote beech cross-cut at its base. Not only is the 
tree very fluted, for as he says, beech trees often are, but the estate woodsmen found the trunk to 
be hollow and made up of five stems fused together, and with most of their bark intact. 
‘Furthermore there was an iron bar stuck up the centre – the ultimate nightmare for chainsaw 
operators’. For me, the Sezincote Beech photo and description was perfect evidence of the type of 
picturesque planting described in SNH Review 82 quoted below. If only the estate staff had counted 
the rings carefully we would know the date of planting the bundle! 

Prof Thirgood sent the third reply in autumn 1995 Tree News, talking about the use of several plants 
often being planted together in the Mediterranean African coast during the 1950s using Eucalyptus. 
They did not do well due to moisture competition, and he discusses the poorer stem quality which 
would result when growing timber trees. Thirgood asks whether bundle planting is for aesthetic or 
utilitarian purposes, and questions whether Green’s list of examples could not have come from 
ancient multi-stemmed stools. Ted Green’s response in that journal states that he would like to see 
bundle planted carried out much more, in the same way as the other main traditional tree practices:  
coppicing and pollarding. Indeed he makes the point that he sees bundle planted trees as ‘working 
trees’ in the same way as coppice stools and pollards. 
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The spring edition of Tree News in 1996 also had three responses on the subject. The first letter, 
from Katie Fretwell, Historic Parks and Gardens Surveyor for the NT in Cirencester, is very relevant. 
She describes a bundle planting trial in 1812 at Gunby Hall, Lincolnshire which though not very 
successful, highlights the interest at that time of landowners to create extraordinary trees at their 
mansions. There is a sense of pride verging on rivalry! 

The second letter is from myself saying that the descriptions so far were helping explain similar 
beeches that I had seen in my work as native woodland adviser in Scotland. [In due course I must 
document the examples I have in mind, which include Picturesque style planting nearly always of 
beech, but also one or two natural examples.] 

The third letter to Tree News in spring 1996 from Peter Broadbent describes an example he had seen 
in France where Atlas cedars had been deliberately fused to form an entire avenue of double 
stemmed trees. He was able to prove their double planted origin through examining one or two cut 
stumps, but unfortunately he didn’t submit a photo.  

[As an aside, the same issues of Tree News referred to above also contained an article by Clive 
Hambler and Martin Speight about coppicing and conservation which really put the cat among the 
pigeons in questioning the whole ethic of coppicing in nature reserves. The resulting letters from 
Oliver Rackham and also Keith Kirby started a lively and long lasting debate on the issue of semi-
natural woodland management. Those were indeed exciting times in the world of woodland 
conservation and history!] 

Pollard and Veteran Tree Management, Helen Read, Corporation of London, 1991, 1996 

A conference was held at Burnham Beeches in March 1991 on this topic which resulted in the first 
volume of very helpful articles on veteran tree management. The Ancient Tree Forum was formed 
following a second event at Epping Forest in 1993 and a second longer volume of the advisory 
booklet was published in 1996 by the Corporation of London (who own and manage both these 
forests, and for whom Helen Read is woodland ecologist). This volume had four articles related to 
bundle planting and beech tree form, with my own article putting forward a sort of classification and 
descriptions of the wide range of veteran tree types found in Scotland.  

A second paper by Bryan Bowes, a botanist at Glasgow University looked in detail at variations in the 
form of beech trees in Scotland, and examines fluted stems of maiden trees, and also beeches in 
parks which have been pollarded. In parks trees were often pollarded early in life to create a wide 
open crown, then left alone for the rest of their lives. That means this type of ornamental parkland 
pollard were not exactly ‘working trees’ with the meaning that Ted Green and others ascribe to 
them, in producing wood products or animal fodder, but trees designed by landscape gardeners for 
their aesthetic effect.  Bowes also describes possible bundle planted beech. The example he shows 
at Mugdock Park certainly looks like a bundle planted beech, and is very similar to many of those 
found at Kinclaven Wood. He also describes the structure of the Meikleour beech hedge which is 
said to date from 1746. 

Ted Green’s article in PVTM Vol II has more or less the same content as his letters to Tree News, 
while Chris Damant’s descriptive and well illustrated article about possible beech bundle planting in 
the Chilterns, Bucks, is very interesting.  He illustrates at Cadsden Wood what may be a key 
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identification feature of bundle planted beech, in that the bark on each of the original stems seems 
to survive even when the clearly separate stems are fused together, as also noticed in the Sezincote 
beech. 

Designed Landscapes in Scotland: Notes on their planting and management, 1997  

by Debois Landscape Survey Group, SNH Review no 82, (73pp). 

This comprehensive review paper includes a section (3.5.6 on page 36) on ‘Multiple Planting’ as 
follows: 

“Planting more than one tree in a single planting hole was a practice derived from observations of 
natural regeneration in unmanaged woodland, and in particular the protection afforded to young 
trees by a thicket of thorns. This method was recommended by Evelyn in the 17th C and by other 
writers in the 18th C. It was also recommended by Sir John Clerk when planting Scots pine woods to 
ensure the success of at least one plant and was adopted by the Picturesque Movement for the 
natural effect created by trees planted in this way”. 

Veteran Trees: A guide to good management, English Nature, 1999 

Helen Read again acted as editor for this new and compendious manual of 176 pages for English 
Nature.  By this time the veteran tree movement was well under way. Page 21 of the manual 
describes bundle planted trees and the reasons for past planting of them, while the illustration on 
p22 of the various tree forms of veteran trees has become a classic in its own right. 

Hafod Estate, Mid Wales, 2003 

Richard Crompton while working on a guidebook ‘The Hafod Landscape’ (published a year later in 
2004 by the Hafod Trust, author Jennifer Macve) wrote to me asking for information about bundle 
planting of beech. He felt sure that some beech trees in the landscaped parks around Hafod House 
were planted by bundle planting techniques during the Picturesque landscaping of that estate in the 
1790s by Thomas Johnes. Certainly the photo of a large multi-stemmed beech tree on page 15 of 
that guidebook does indeed look exactly like the examples at Kinclaven Wood, and dating from 
probably the same period of the late 18th C. 

Comments 

The above references all relate to the period when veteran trees were becoming more widely 
recognised in the UK and agreed management guidelines were being formulated. The author has not 
carried out any more recent search for new work on the topic but there may well be new 
observations recorded in arboricultural journals etc.  

The recent book ‘The Hidden Life of Trees’ by Peter Wohlleben (Collins, 2017) describes how trees 
cooperate with each other through shared roots, mycorrhizal fungi, and in other ways, and is surely 
relevant to the strange way in which beech branches fuse and continue to grow. 

A wide spread of professions is involved in the topic including botanists, arboricuturists, garden and 
landscape historians, nature conservationists, planners, and of course foresters (like Wohlleben in 
Germany) who are interested in all forms of tree and in the way that they grow together.  
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It would help understand the bundle planted and other veteran trees better if more ‘forensic 
dissection’ could be carried out on felled or windthrown pollards, coppice stools and bundles, but of 
course any such work is normally carried out by skilled tree surgeons for safety reasons and can be 
very expensive. Also there is the general conservation ethic of leaving deadwood untouched for 
fungi, insects and other wildlife, especially on nature reserves. 

Peter Quelch 

Revised 2.4.19 













Hafod Estate, Mid Wales – bundle planted beeches from c1790 

Guide to the Hafod Landscape, published in 2004 by The Hafod Trust, page 15 
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